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The well known classic Acoustic airtube  

This is a version of an earphone where the sound is generated in a 

transducer and then transmitted to the ear via an air tube. 

It is discrete and comfortable to wear. 

There are also other types of eartips that can be used depending 

on what the user prefers or have different characteristics like full 

ambient listening or blocking the ambient sounds. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS

• Coiled airtube made of hypoallergenic silicone.

• Adjustable for different ear sizes (cut the airtube to suitable length).

• Adjustable for left or right side (twist and adjust the L-formed joint).

• The loudspeaker part has an integrated clip that typically be

clipped to the collar.

• Normally delivered with 3 sizes of eartips, 1-,2- or 3-flange versions,

can be replaced with optional eartips.

• Standard eartips blocks the ambient sound to make it easier to her the 

incoming audio in noisy environments.

• 3½ mm connector compatible with the earpiece jack in RSMs/adapters 

• Angled connector makes the connector to sit firmer in the jack to

avoid that it accidently gets pulled out of the jack. With some

accessories it can be locked in place.

• Listen only accessory – for transmission the terminal´s internal

microphone are used.

SPECIFICATION

Impedance 90 ohm

Cable lenght 30cm 

PRO-AT35L
ACOUSTIC AIRTUBE WITH 3,5 MM L-CONNECTOR

MODEL ART.NO

ProEquip PRO-AT35L 
Acoustic airtube with 3,5 mm L-connector

29206

SPARE PARTS

PRODUCT ART.NO

ProEquip Airtube including rubber 
plug with bayonet connector                 

29294

ProEquip Airtube with Airtip 60276

ProEquip Airtip for Airtube 72242

ProEquip Airtip 2-layer for Airtube 72244

ProEquip Airtip 3-layer for Airtube 72246

OPTIONAL PARTS

PRODUCT

ProEquip EarFly Insert for acous-
tic airtube, right

60179

ProEquip EarFly Insert for acous-
tic airtube, left

60178

ProEquip Eartip noisereducing 
memory

60255

ProEquip Oper ear inserter, left 60278

ProEquip Oper ear inserter, right 60279


